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MPC3
Question 1(b)(c)

Student Response

Commentary

For this paper candidates were not penalised if they obtained a correct answer but then went on to spoil
their answer but this may not be the case in the future.
In this example the script arrives at the correct answer but then through dodgy algebra changes the
answer. However they would be penalised on accuracy marks on the later parts of the question.
This script also highlights a second common mistake. Having written the gradient, incorrectly, as
(1+lnx) they have not substituted the value for x and as such could not gain the marks for the gradient
of the normal.
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MPC3
Question 2(b)

Student response

Commentary
Many candidates had forgotten from C2 how to handle indices.
They had learnt the new work on volume of rotations but fell by the wayside due to the indices.
The question was simple as they had to square a square root but many scripts dealt with the powers as
this script obtaining powers to the ½ or similar. This meant that further correct progress on the
question was difficult.
Centres should ensure that candidates revise working with indices as this is a pre-requisite for volumes
of rotation.
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Question 3(a)

Student Response

Commentary
Candidates will not be penalised on trigonometry questions if they give extra answers that are
OUTSIDE of the given range.
However for extra answers within the range will be penalised.
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Question 4b(ii)

Student Response

Commentary
In a number of questions on this paper candidates were required to show that a given answer was true.
This was so that candidates could proceed with later parts of the question, BUT 2 enough steps need to
be shown as to justify the result.
Candidates were able to arrive at the given answer with many shortcuts and were, in consequence,
penalised.
This script has a missing line og log manipulation that was needed for full marks.
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Question 5b(ii)

Student Response

.
Commentary
A surprising number of candidates made this mistake when squaring the equation. They had obviously
been drilled that a square root produces 2 answers and applied the same principle to squaring.
This leads to 2 solutions; the correct one and one extra spurious solution, hence this candidate gained
the method mark for squaring but lost both accuracy marks.
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Question 6

Student Response

Commentary
Calculus is the main topic on this module and all basic differentiating and integrating techniques must
be understood.
When using integration by parts candidates must realise that at the outset they MUST integrate one
term AND differentiate the other.
Some candidates chose the wrong term to integrate BUT they still scored the method mark. Obviously
accuracy marks would be unlikely to be obtained as they were going down a dead-end, but they would
have had the opportunity to recover without penalty.
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Question 7

Student Response

Commentary
Two of the main topics on this module are calculus and working with natural logs.
This question brought both topics in one question.
This script had the correct answer for the first derivative and knew that for turning points the gradient
had to be zero.
Also the candidate knew that the exponential function had to be dealt with. Many candidates were
unsure as to how to proceed and used logs without realising the implications.
This solution showed a lack of understanding of questions involving natural logs and their inverses.
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Question 8

Student Response

Commentary
In a number of questions on this paper candidates were required to show that a given answer was true.
This was so that candidates could proceed with later parts of the question, BUT 2 wrongs do not make
a right!
Candidates were able to arrive at the given answer by spurious methods!
This script starts the question correctly with the quotient rule but then, by not knowing the trig
identities correctly, falls by the wayside with some very poor algebra.
Centres must stress to candidates that it is highly likely that one of the 2 trig identities stated in the
specification for this module will be tested.
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